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US Retail Sales Should Mean Nothing To The Fed
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Actual: 0.2 / 0.9 / 1.2
Scotia: -0.3 / 0.2 / na
Consensus: 0.0 / 0.3 / 0.6
Prior: -1.6 / -2.1 / -1.6 (revised from -1.2 / -1.8 / -1.4)
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An improved retail sales picture in January is dented by mild downward
revisions. Tracking still points to a weak first quarter. I would continue to
counsel looking through the December and January figures as year-end
influences were distorted by weather, the government shutdown and the
partial impact upon markets and confidence. About all one can say is that the
US consumer isn't dying off just because of the dip in December and how that
set negative momentum into Q1. Underlying conditions still offer robust
drivers of consumption growth including record low debt payments as a share
of income. The personal saving rate ended 2018 at 7.6% by spiking a lot
higher in December as weather, the shutdown and a confidence hit to
markets had consumers squirrelling away the income growth. Confidence has
since mended significantly. Wage gains are at about a decade high. Event
risk must still be monitored including trade policy and Brexit at the forefront
such that we’re not out of the woods yet in terms of confidence by any stretch.
The next steps in the outlook will be driven by political risks and we remain
moderately constructive in this regard. To get easing from this picture
assumes no rebound is in the cards and the worst outcomes for political risks
that would all seem to be highly premature to simply assume.
There are no implications to the Fed beyond what is already priced into
markets by way of existing the Fed’s existing ‘patient’ stance. There were
no signals in Chair Powell’s remarks that he was incrementally influenced by
Friday’s nonfarm disappointment and greater than expected acceleration in wage
gains that one shouldn’t simply forget. He continued to describe the US economy
as facing a solid outlook. Further, the Fed is presumably smart enough to realize
that shutdown and weather effects make the December-January data unreliable. I
expect the revised dot plot to likely continue to show one or two hikes over the
2019–2020 horizon with a tightened clustering of opinions.
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Key is that the retail sales control group was up 1.1% which is what flows
through total consumption in the GDP accounts. During the prior month, the
retail control group was revised to a worse -2.3% m/m (-1.7% previously).
The broad takeaway is that the shutdown and weather (harsher than usual storms
in parts of the country during December, very cold Jan) distorted the sales picture
in both Dec and January but at least things appeared to stabilize in January.
Much of the weakness across components was known into the report that
offer up a few more positive signals. Autos and parts fell 2.4% m/m which was
already mostly known by way of the auto sales figures. Furniture sales fell
1.2%. Electronics were off 0.3%. Sales of building materials climbed by a
whopping 3.3% m/m. Food and beverage sales were up 1.1% while health/
personal care products were up 1.6%. Clothing sales fell 1.3%. Gas stations
fell 2.0% due to already known gas price movements. Sporting goods sales
were up 4.8% which reverses much of the prior month’s plunge.
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